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As a school that prides itself in creativity,

connection, collaboration, innovation, and

common-good, could a teacher-powered

school model be in FALA’s future?

Teacher powered schools, unlike the

traditional school model, place teachers

at the center of the institutional decision

making process. While every school is

different, the overarching goal of the

model is to give teachers the autonomy

they need to act as professionals, rather

than hourly wage workers. According to

the Teacher-Powered Schools Initiative,

there are 150 teacher-powered schools in

the US, ranging over 20 different states. If

FALA were to become a part of the

Teacher-Powered School Initiative, it

would be the first school to do so in

Arizona.

Although student performance is most

often the most important criteria in

evaluating a teacher’s performance,

oftentimes teachers have the least

authority in determining the curriculum

and evaluation methods. Despite research

showing that student success relates more

strongly with teachers playing a role in

the school-wide policy process, most

schools tend to emphasize teachers' roles

in instructional practice. The teacher-

powered school model aims to change

that by placing teachers at the center of

the school’s decision-making process.

Every Teacher-Powered School (TPS) is

different, tailored to fit that particular

school's needs. For example, one school

may simply have teachers be heads of

their respective subject’s departments

while in other schools teachers have full

control over policy, budgeting, and even

hiring of fellow colleagues. Most schools

also have an appointed leader, intended

to hold teachers accountable to their

designated roles in running the school.

A representative from the Teacher

Powered School Initiative, Amy Junge,
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says that the biggest advantage of a TPS is

the higher level of autonomy the team

and community have in making decisions

that affect students. In a question about

challenges TPS face, she said that

“Teacher-powered isn't for everyone. It

takes a commitment to collaborative

decision-making and a willingness to take

responsibility for the decisions the team

makes as a group.” For those worried

about a higher workload for teachers, she

says the workload is about the same, just

A picture showing the hierarchy of school administration in traditional and teacher-

powered schools, image from a report by Education Evolving
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By Evan Belt-Moyer

Each issue, the FALA UPdate will be

making a “teacher feature”, where we will

interview a teacher in order to get to

know them better. This issue, we chose

Nina Porter, who teaches middle school

science.

What are your pronouns?

they/them

What classes do you teach?

6th, 7th, and 8th grade science

What inspired you to go into teaching?

I was inspired to teach because I was

hopeful that schools were important hubs

for building the power and leadership

needed to create social transformation

- particularly because schools can be

places that foster positive interactions

between people of all ages and different

backgrounds so that we can all learn,

grow, and move together.

Why science?

I love asking questions, and exploring and

discussing the mysteries of the universe.

Were you thinking about any other

careers before teaching?

I was interested in chemical and

environmental engineering until I learned

more about capitalism and inequity, then

I turned my sights towards teaching as a

means to collaboratively stop climate

change and its causes.

What’s it like to teach during a pandemic?

It is challenging! I am learning a lot and I

am grateful for that!

What’s your favorite part about teaching?

Connecting with and learning from

students and other teachers.

What’s your favorite part about FALA so

far?

I love the way that the teachers and staff

here at FALA really believe in the power,

voices, and choices of their students. I

also love the way that the whole

community at FALA values each other as

whole humans, not just productive robots.

Have you taught anywhere else before?

I used to teach middle school science in

Sedona and more recently I taught at

NAU until the pandemic (I didn't teach

science though, I taught gender studies,

sustainability, civic engagement, social

movements, and political science)

Do you have any pets?

Yes! I co-parent a small but amazing dog,

Charlotte, and an incredibly charismatic

and fluffy cat, Ponyo.

What’s the most interesting thing you’ve

done?

Okay so, the most interesting thing I've

done in my life so far is really hard to

choose. I'm going to say it is pretty

interesting that I dance argentine tango!

Nina Porter
Feat
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Nina Porter and their puppy Charlotte, photo

courtesy of Nina Porter
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different. The difference being that

teachers have a larger choice and

ownership to the demands that their job

requires.

Junge had research to back the claim

about teacher workload, saying “In a

recent study of teacher-powered schools,

Sara Kemper found that teacher-powered

educators worked roughly the same

about [sic] of hours as traditional

teachers, but took on other duties and

more administrative tasks as these were

spread amongst the larger team. At

teacher-powered schools educators also

face the challenge (and opportunity) to

learn skills beyond what they need in the

classroom, for example, budgeting,

administrative skills, and compliance

regulation.”

So what does this mean for FALA?

Of the 3 FALA teachers interviewed, all of

them were open to the idea of FALA

becoming more Teacher-Powered. Kim

Khatibi, who is in both an administrator

and a teacher position, says that she has

seen the burnout of administrators at

FALA and the top-down structure may not

be the best fit for the school. She says “We

are an Arts & Leadership Academy and

creativity and innovation is what got us

here. We need to keep growing and

learning around different ways to

approach education and help our

students acquire the experiences and

skills that they will need to impact their

world.”

Euen Brosseau, a teacher of multiple arts

classes at FALA, believes that FALA values

his work as a teacher, but some classroom

insights can only be known by the teacher

-- not administration. He says he expects a

deeper investment from both teachers

"This year, as FALA is
without a dean, teachers are

already stepping up and

taking a larger role in

running the school"
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and administration and higher levels of

classroom success as a result of the

empowerment of teachers’ voices.

Janeece Henes , another art teacher at

FALA, also said that teachers needed to

have more autonomy in the classroom, as

the teachers are the experts.

Those who’ve worked or attended FALA

know that the school doesn’t always take

the traditional route. A Teacher-Powered

School model exemplifies the five habits

of heart and mind: connection, critical

inquiry, common-good, investment, and

collaboration. This year, as FALA is

without a dean, teachers are already

stepping up and taking a larger role in

running the school. The pros and cons of a

TPS are put perfectly by Brosseau, “Being

a teacher in a Teacher Powered School

means more responsibility and

accountability for everyone involved, but

that challenge is simultaneously

mitigated by the feelings of gratification

that come with seeing the difference one

can make when given the power to do so.”

The Origin of the Western Honey Bee
By Sophia Russell

Honey bees are almost everywhere, from

forests, to small gardens with plentiful

flowers. The most common honey bees

that we see daily are western honey bees,

and they didn’t originate in the Americas.

These bees have an interesting story

behind their arrival in other areas of the

world, and how they affect other bee

species.

The western honey bee, also known as the

European honey bee, naturally lives in

Europe, the Middle East, and Africa.

Honey bee hives were brought by

European settlers to Virginia in 1622 and

new hives were spotted in Massachusetts

by 1639. Soon, honey bees could be found

almost anywhere in the United States.

Beekeeping started to pop up as honey

became widely available with the new

surge of bees.

Beekeeping itself has had a long history,

with bees and honey being recorded in

Early Greek and Roman writing. Honey

became a staple in the Roman diet and

beekeeping became a respected art.

Apiaries, or a place where bees are kept,

were constructed to keep up with the

high demand for honey.

Since western honey bees aren't native to

the U.S., their sudden appearance and

rapidly growing numbers have an affect

on the wildlife that already inhabited the

area. These huge groups of honey bees

then compete with other bee species for

nectar and pollen. Some of these wild bee

species can be killed off because of the

lack of these important resources. Wild

bees can also be pushed out of an area if

there are too many honey bees taking up

space.



Human Food That's Bad for Dogs
Living in Flagstaff, there are a lot of dogs.

Truly a ludicrous amount of dogs. And if

you’re anything like me, you will have

wondered what your dog is and is not

allowed to eat. Some foods are common

knowledge, such as chocolate, but others

are lesser known, such as Xylitol. Without

further ado, here is a little PSA about

what you shouldn’t (please don’t) feed

your dogs.

The first food that is toxic to dogs is

onions, which can cause gastrointestinal

irritation and lead to red blood cell

damage. Specifically, it can reduce your

dog’s red blood cells’ ability to carry

oxygen, and also makes the dog’s body

think that the red blood cell is an invader.

This leads to their red blood cells being

broken down, causing hemolytic anemia.

One beloved favorite that is pretty well

renowned as poisonous to dogs is

chocolate. The reason is because

chocolate, specifically cacao seeds,

contain methylxanthines which, when

eaten by a dog can cause vomiting,

panting, excessive thirst, abnormal heart

rhythm, seizures, death, and even more

symptoms. The darker the chocolate, the

more methylxanthines it contains. In

short, don’t feed your dogs chocolate.

Please.

The most surprising thing I found while

researching was how bad raw and

uncooked meats are for dogs. While not

as deadly as the others on this list, raw

and uncooked meat can lead to E. coli

and Salmonella. While these are more

annoyances than death, causing bacteria,

it can still hurt your dog. Raw eggs are

also harmful to dogs, as they contain an

enzyme called avidin, which can lead to

skin and coat problems in a dog.

Xylitol is a sweetener found in many

products, including gum, candy, and

toothpaste. This sweetener can lead to an

insulin release, which can lead to lowered

blood levels. Eventually, this can lead to

vomiting, seizures and, eventually, kidney

failure. So, next time, before you feed

your dog gum, check to see if it has

Xylitol. Although, maybe don’t feed them

gum in the first place, because that’s

weird.

Much like alcohol in humans, alcohol is

also poisonous to dogs. Alcohol can lead

to vomiting and decreased coordination

and can even lead to alcohol poisoning.

Of course, there are other things that are

toxic to dogs, such as avocado, coffee,

citrus, coconut based products, grapes,

raisins, macadamia nuts, dairy products,

nuts, garlic, chives, and yeast dough. In

short, keep your dogs healthy and don’t

feed them any toxic foods please.

By Evan Belt-Moyer
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November 3rd as a Poll Worker
By Keetra Bippus

November 3rd I woke up to my alarm at

4:40 am. It was pitch black outside and I

could still see the stars. Putting on a

jacket, I headed to the polls.

I, along with the other poll-workers

assigned to my precinct, set up the voting

booths and tables at our polling location

the evening before. We arrived the next

morning, voting day, at 5:15 am to pull out

the ballots, set up the ExpressVote

machine, sign the payroll form, check to

ensure the ballot box was empty, and

swear the oath. At 6 am precisely, the

marshal (another poll worker volunteer)

announced to the voters waiting outside

that the polls were open.

Throughout the day, voters came in

through the front doors. The marshal

directed them to the Election Day

Technician (EDT) table, where they had to

provide photo identification and proof of

residence. From there, they came to the

ballot-judge table, where they were given

the ballot for their precinct. After filling

out the form, they dropped off the ballot

in the grey ballot box.

For such a bitterly divided election, I

expected the polling place to be filled

with partisan tension. The case was the

opposite, however. Despite having

multiple people from both major political

parties, and working knee-deep within the

political system, ideologies were never

talked about.

The voting process was much simpler and

complicated than one would expect. The

multiple types of ballots depended on the

area of which you lived and your voter

qualifications. Even if voters were out of

precinct or forgot their identification, they

were eligible for a provisional ballot and

could provide the identification later that

week for their ballot to be counted. At my

polling place, there were two poll

observers. They asked the polling

inspector questions about the voting

process and took notes for their political

organizations

After the marshal announced the polls

closed at 7 pm, there was still plenty of

work to do. Aside from closing up the

voting booths, the number of ballots

voted and unused still needed to be

counted. Counting the number of used

ballots and then adding that to the total

unused ballots to ensure that no ballot

was missing was one of the more stressful

parts of the day. After every ballot was

accounted for, they were put in boxes for

transport and sealed with three stickers

per box. Every poll worker needed to sign

the box to confirm the legitimacy of the

number and type of ballots, then the

boxes were transported by two EDTs to

the location where the ballots were to be

counted.



In the 18th century, Denmark was ruled

by a crazy king, Christian the 7th of

Denmark, whose cabinet secretary had an

affair with Queen Caroline Mathilde. A

movie has been made about this affair,

called A Royal Affair, starring one of the

most famous Danish actors, Mads

Mikkelsen, who starred in Doctor Strange.

The movie does a great job at portraying

a dramatized version of what happened.

But there are some major things that have

been changed. Here’s what actually

happened.

In 1749 April 29th, Christian the 7th of

Denmark was born. His mother, Princess

Louise of Great Britain, died on her

maternity bed in 1751. His father, King

Frederik the 5th married Juliane Marie of

Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel-Bevern the

year after. Christian is said to have had a

great childhood, and did brilliantly in

most of his subjects. He had a great

memory and spoke Danish, German, and

French fluently. Other than that, he was

an excellent dancer and overall very

gifted and social, despite being nervously

disposed.

The crown prince got a new teacher,

Ditlev Reventlow. Reventlow might have

been reliable, but he didn’t do well with

kids and introduced a flog system. The

crown prince didn’t have much to say in

what was being taught, and Reventlow

taught without caring if Christian even

learned anything. It is assumed that the

abuse Reventlow applied destroyed the

crown prince’s empathic abilities. Later

sources suggest that Christian the 7th

became vicious and shy, while not

trusting anyone. Christian enjoyed making

fun of the ministers and the people

around him.

King Frederik the 5th died because of

disease in January 1766, and the sixteen

year old Christian was crowned king. In

1767 on the 1st of October, King Christian

and his cousin, fifteen year old Caroline

Mathilde of Great Britain got married in

London through a power of attorney

marriage. Her older brother was the

deputy. She arrived in Copenhagen on

November 8th. The couple confirmed

their marriage with a wedding in

“Christiansborg Slotskirke” on the same

day.

There was no love in the marriage, but

the couple had their first, and probably

only, child -- Frederik the 6th -- together

on january 28 1768. The king still went on

trips to brothels even after the marriage.

The young king wasn't normal, mainly

because of the abuse he went through as

a child and the responsibility that comes

with becoming king too early. It is also

assumed that he suffered from

Schizophrenia. He clearly wasn’t suitable

as king, and most of his time as king he

didn’t make decisions himself due to his

frequent change of mind and

unwillingness to complete his duties as

king.

King Christian the 7th decided to go on a

trip in Europe in May 1768. On his trip, he

stayed in Altona, Germany, where he met

31 year old Johann Friedrich Struensee

and hired him to be his travel doctor. The

trip was supposed to be two years long,

but ended after eight months.

The king went home in January 1769,

where he wrote letters to multiple people

he met. One of these people was the

french philosopher Voltaire. After

returning home, Struensee was employed

by the royal court. In fall 1769, the

Smallpox epidemic spread in

Copenhagen. Struensee introduced

vaccinations. Caroline Mathilde was

worried for her son's health, since he was

frail. Struensee vaccinated Crown Prince

Frederik the 6th successfully and gained

her gratitude and trust.

In 1770, Struensee was appointed as

cabinet secretary for queen Caroline

Mathilde and lecturer for the king. He

resigned from his medical office and

became a politician. During a summer

stay in Holsten, Struensee took the king

hostage, since he only had power if king

Christian signed his cabinet orders, and

he didn’t like the influence Holck, who

was another politician close to the king,

had on the king. Therefore, he replaced

Holck with Enevold Brandt, who he knew

he could trust.

Struensee was very modern in the way he

thought, and he wanted to reform

"There was no love in the
marriage (...)"
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The History of the Death Penalty
By Annabelle Folsom

For the first time in nearly seventy years,

the United States federal government has

put a woman on death row, exercising the

death penalty. This penalty, also known

as the ultimate punishment, while

controversial, continues to exist after

thousands of years.

The death penalty, also known as capital

punishment, is defined as “a government-

sanctioned practice whereby a person is

put to death by the state as a punishment

for a crime”. This is not by any means a

new practice, it has existed all around the

world since the beginning of societies and

governments as a punishment for high

crimes. One of the earliest known written

documents supporting the death penalty

was the Babylonian Code of Hammurabi,

created around 1760 BCE. This included

the basic “eye for an eye” theory, that if a

person hurts someone, they should be

punished in return.

In olden times, capital punishment was

much more common than it is today.

Documents supporting this included the

ancient Jewish Torah and early Greek

governments. In the present, we mostly

see the “worst of the worst” people being

sentenced to death by a court. In the past,

this punishment was frequently used for a

variety of crimes, including but not

limited to murder, sexual assault, and

rebellion against authority figures. This

large array of crimes made the death

penalty not only more common, but also

more harsh. The most terrible offenses

were often given more slow and painful

forms of execution, while others were

quick.

During the Common Era, there was and

continues to be debate over if the death

penalty is too harsh. Even though the

Bible is consistent with showing capital

punishment, as Christianity began to

grow, many people began to question it.

In the book of Matthew, Jesus rejects the

“eye for an eye” theory with the famous

quote “if anyone slaps you on the right

cheek, turn him to the other also”. A large

number of Christians still honored the

punishment though, citing verses like in

the book of Exodus, “whoever strikes a

man so that he dies shall be put to death”.

This difference of opinion in Christianity is

still seen today, but in the 18th and 19th

centuries, the death penalty became

somewhat less harsh, likely a product of

this. Capital punishment became less

common for smaller crimes and those

who were put to death were often

executed more quickly.

When the United States was officially

created after revolution from Britain in

1783, capital punishment was allowed

and very common compared to today.

When the Constitution of the United

States was adopted in 1787, it included a

large national government. This

frightened many Americans because it

allowed the federal government to create

federal crimes and punish those who

committed them. They were afraid that

the government would use cruel

punishments to oppress the people.

Therefore, when the Bill of Rights was

ratified with the Constitution, it included

the eighth amendment, which prohibits

“cruel and unusual punishments”. Even

though this was aimed to protect the

people from the government, it was not

by any means an attempt to ban capital

punishment, but simply to create a

movement towards less amounts and

more humane government executions.

Over the last century, capital punishment

has become much more controversial in

the United States with a few people

proven innocent through DNA that had

already been executed. Many Americans

now consider the method too cruel.

Twenty states now do not authorize the

death penalty and some that do haven’t

used it in years. Even though the death

penalty is outlawed in some state

governments, it is still used in many

others and the federal government.

Federal executions have greatly

decreased in the last seventy years

because of this change in opinion. Only

three people were federally executed

between 1963 and 2019.

After nearly two decades with an absence

of the use of the federal death penalty,

the Supreme Court cleared the way for

the Trump Administration to begin

federal executions this year. On July 14th,

2020, the federal death penalty was

resumed. In the three months after that

date, seven citizens have died from the

death penalty by the federal government.

Now, the first female in nearly seventy

years, Lisa Montgomery has been given

capital punishment by the United States

government for murder and kiddnapping.

She will be executed on December 8th,

2020.

Capital punishment, no matter how

controversial or dated it is, lives on.
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Denmark. During the two years (1770-

1772) he had power, he introduced many

new reforms that most of the elite didn’t

like, which probably led to his death.

Struensee and Queen Caroline Mathilde

had a romantic relationship from 1770,

and when she had her daughter princess

Louise Augusta (whose daughter Caroline

Amalie later became queen) in 1771, it

was clear that the princess wasn’t the

daughter of the king. However, the king

still claimed her as his daughter.

Queen Caroline Mathilde and King

Christian didn’t necessarily like each

other, which was why they tried to avoid

each other as much as possible. The

queen was very isolated from the rest of

the royal court, and this is said to be one

of the reasons she risked everything to

have a romantic relationship with

Struensee.

The king was isolated from the royal

court as well, but this was intentionally

done by Struensee and Brandt. It is

assumed that Brandt used violence to

make sure the king behaved. The king

was taken care of by his old favorite

teacher daily, but his mental state

worsened in the around two years he

spent isolated.

With the king in isolation, Struensee was

able to introduce freedom of the press

and around 2000 other reforms. Denmark-

Norway was the first state in the world to

have complete freedom of the press, but

due to too much criticism and a lot of talk

about his relationship with the queen,

already a year later, he changed the

reform so the author's name had to be on

the page of their article.

It was common knowledge that Struensee

was the lover of Queen Caroline Mathilde.

He had many enemies and the people

didn’t like him very much. Everyone

assumed he held the king hostage, so

when a rumor that he was going to carry

out an actual coup, his enemies took the

chance.

January 12th 1772, many men of the elite,

widow Queen Juliane Marie and her son,

and Prince Frederik met up to plan the

fall of Struensee and Brandt. This

happened the night between January

16th and 17th after a mask ball, where

Struensee and Brandt were arrested.

On February 21st, Struensee was

questioned in court and sources say he

smiled while answering or deviated from

the question until question 239, where he

was asked about a sexual relationship

with the queen. He supposedly admitted,

but many historians believe he was

tortured to admit. This is believed due to

the confession written in shaky

handwriting that looks like his

handwriting from 1770, when he broke his

hand. When the queen saw the

confession, she admitted the relationship,

but she withdrew the confession shortly

after.

Caroline Mathilde and Christian got

divorced, and she was exiled from

Denmark and moved to Celle in Germany,

where she spent the next few years,

before she died of a febrile illness. She

never got to see either of her children

again.

Struensee and Brandt both got sentenced

to death under the judgement of Majesty

Insult. Struensee’s relationship with the

queen couldn’t be mentioned in the

judgement due to the diplomatic

situation with England.

The king signed the death penalty, but it

is assumed that he was told that

Struensee was going to kill him.

Struensee and Brandt were executed on

April 28th by beheading. Brandt was

executed first and Struensee followed.

They cut off their right hand first, and

then their head. The heads were held up

for the 30,000 people who had arrived to

watch the execution. At the time,

Copenhagen’s population was 70,000.

Their bodies were parted and hung up for

a few years, until there were only bones

left. No one knows where they were

actually buried, but it is believed that

their bodies were found in 1895 and

buried in Vestre cemetery, whereafter

they were moved to Sankt Petri church in

the 1920’s. It has never been studied

whether the bodies are actually theirs,

but because a tooth was stolen from the

head of Struensee, when his head hung in

1770’s, and one of the two heads missed

the front tooth, it was just believed that it

was them.

King Christian the 7th died on March 13th

1808 because of a stroke. He is buried

with the other kings and queens of

Denmark in Roskilde cathedral.

Struensee was basically a dictator, and for

many years both he and Brandt were seen

as evil traitors, but with a modern view on

the whole case, there are two different

views on him: “superficial luck hunter”,

meaning he didn’t really understand the

modern reforms he introduced. This is

said due to his lack of understanding of

the state of administration and the

population, but also the ideas he tried to

implement. The other is “a tragic hero

figure”. This implies that he was a modern

and forward thinking man, who was

crushed by a conservative and

reactionary Danish elite.

Cont. from Pg. 5
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Found footage is a very interesting style

of filmmaking. It’s a type of film that looks

like any tape or video recording, taking

things like time travel and aliens and

turning them into home videos.

One of the most iconic genres of found

footage movies is horror, and they’re

iconic for a reason. It is ten times more

terrifying to watch a horror movie if it

looks like it was filmed with a camera you

could buy from Walmart. Some great

horror movies that have done this are

Cloverfield and Apollo 18. Both of those

movies are amazing examples of what

Why "The Nightmare Before Christmas" is a
Thanksgiving Film By Milo Nash-Hayes

Opinions & Editorials
Opinion
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After the pandemic hit, many streaming

services became popular, more so than

before. One streaming service in

particular by the name of Disney+ had

released a Halloween section during the

month of October. In this, there was one

movie that sticks in the hearts and minds

of many early gen Z, Tim Burton's “The

Nightmare Before Christmas”. Overrated

in its popularity, the debate has been

going on for a while… Is this a Halloween

movie or Christmas movie? Some would

say that it’s both, but actually it’s neither.

It’s a Thanksgiving movie.

The first point of evidence is going to be

when this takes place. This movie seems

to take place from Halloween night until

Christmas Eve, this means that it can

either be one or the other. So what

Holiday is between Halloween and

Christmas? Thanksgiving of course!

Therefore the majority of the movie is

spent near Thanksgiving.

Another factor that usually has to be in

play is the music. All the music is original,

neither Halloween music nor Christmas

music. If Christmas movies have taught

anybody anything, it’s that you can’t have

a Christmas movie without a classic

Christmas song. Therefore this can

definitely not be a Christmas movie. For

Halloween movies, they usually don’t

include music unless it’s an old Timey

classic Halloween song or purely for the

sake of horror. What does that mean? It

can’t be a Halloween movie either.

Finally, the nail in the coffin is the

overarching message of the story. The

story does not follow a traditional

Christmas theme about family and the gift

of giving, nor does it warn kids about the

dangers of sneaking out or trying to

summon a ghost. The theme of the story

and what the characters learn is to be

thankful for what they have. The message

in the story lines up with thanksgiving

ideals.

Due to all this evidence, “The Nightmare

before Christmas” can’t be a Halloween

movie nor a Christmas movie, it is a

Thanksgiving movie through and through.

Arts & Entertainment
An Intro to Found Footage

By Ian Dufresne

found footage truly is, and are incredibly

realistic. That's one of the main

advantages of found footage movies as a

whole: realism. Although their concepts

may not be, found footage movies are

some of the most realistic movies you can

find. It's a good way to create realistic

movies that people can be attracted to.

Apart from that, found footage movies are

also one of the easiest and cheapest types

of films to make. You can write a script,

then just take any camera you have and

film it. That’s another advantage of found

footage: any camera works. You could be

using anything from a $5,000 Hollywood

camera to the camera built in to your

phone, and get the same results.

So, the bottom line is that found footage

is an incredibly easy, effective, and

realistic way to make a film. Whether

you’re looking to start filmmaking, or

want to settle down and watch a good

scary movie, found footage is definitely

the genre for you. Great stories, scary

scares, and emotional endings have all

come out of found footage.
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